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The carbuncle phenomenon is a shock instability mechanism which ruins all efforts to compute grid-aligned shock
waves using low-dissipative upwind schemes. The present study develops a stability analysis for two-dimensional steady
shocks on structured meshes based on the matrix method. The numerical resolution of the corresponding eigenvalueproblem confirms the typical odd–even form of the unstable mode and displays a Mach number threshold effect
currently observed in computations. Furthermore, the present method indicates that the instability of steady shocks isnot only governed by the upstream Mach number but also by the numerical shock structure. Finally, the source of the
instability is localized in the upstream region, providing some clues to better understand and control the onset of the
carbuncle.
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1. Introduction
Since shock-capturing techniques have prevailed over shock-fitting methods in the computation of high-
speed flows, numerical solutions have been routinely affected by the carbuncle phenomenon which is best
illustrated by the spurious protrusion ahead of the detached bow shock in the blunt body problem. The
carbuncle phenomenon was first reported in 1988 by Peery and Imlay [1] as they computed the supersonicflowfield around a blunt body using Roes scheme. The carbuncle solution is a stable, entropy-satisfying*Corresponding author. Tel.: +0049-170-9360238; fax: +0049-711-685-3438.
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solution including a recirculating pointed region ahead of the stagnation point. Although it is best illus-
trated on the blunt body problem, the carbuncle phenomenon occurs in other situations such as the
computation of a planar moving shock wave referred to as Quirks test [2] or the Double Mach Reflection
(DMR) problem which consists of a 30 ramp and a moving shock at Ms ¼ 5:5. Other carbuncle-like in-
stabilities occur on the steady planar shock wave problem [22], on quasi-conical shock waves around
slender bodies and have been also reported in interstellar flow computations in astrophysics [4].
1.1. A physical instability?
The carbuncle solution looks very similar to the one observed experimentally when a very thin spike is
introduced along the stagnation line in order to reduce the pressure drag of reentry vehicles [5,6]. Other
experiments involving various forms of the bow shock perturbation have shown carbuncle-like pulsating
flows. These perturbations include: the injection of a forward-facing jet along the stagnation line [7–9], the
injection of dust particles along the stagnation line [10], the energy deposition ahead of the bow shock [11–
13]. In many cases, the perturbation yields a pulsating flow which oscillates between the regular detached
bow shock and a carbuncle-like shock pattern. As reported in [10], the Strouhal number corresponding to
the flow oscillation is relatively independent on the importance of the initial perturbation, suggesting that as
soon as it has been triggered, the pulsating flows takes place in a fairly intrinsic manner. For practical
applications, in-depth understanding of the carbuncle onset might contribute to provide some clues to
monitor shock instabilities in some situations. These shock instabilities can lead to significant pressure drag
reduction for blunt body reentry and may prevent the occurrence of local peaks of the wall heat transfer
coefficient. From a numerical point of view, the temporal as well as the spatial evolution of the perturbation
is consistent with a Jordan form of the perturbation eigenfunctions. Furthermore, it turns out that for
several different upwind schemes, namely Roes scheme, HLLEM and Oshers scheme, there exists a
common Mach number value – close to 2.0 – above which the numerical solution destabilizes [14].
Yet, many differences remain between numerical solutions and physical observations, the major differ-
ence being that in experiments a certain amount of perturbation (e.g. dust particles [10]) is needed to
produce carbuncle-like solutions whereas in numerical computations, round-off errors are sufficient to
trigger a shock instability. We will show in the present paper that the numerical carbuncle phenomenon is
in fact due to an unconditional instability of the underlying mean flow, so even infinitely small errors will
grow exponentially in time if they belong to the unstable modes. Yet, further theoretical and experimental
studies should be carried out to investigate the sensitivity of physical shocks to external perturbations.
1.2. Cures for the carbuncle
Most of the time, authors have been focusing on designing cures to get rid of the carbuncle. Apart from
multi-dimensional cures, see e.g. [22], a possible cure of the carbuncle by only modifying the quasi one-
dimensional flux function is Hartens entropy fix [15] when it is also applied to the eigenvalue associated to
the linear vorticity mode in Roes method, resulting in more viscosity in transverse direction, instead of
being only applied to the acoustic waves for which it was originally designed and for which it is only
physically justified. This immediately leads to a loss of accuracy of the scheme which then no longer exactly
preserves steady shear waves, but with this fix, the scheme does not exhibit the carbuncle phenomenon any
more [3]. Unfortunately, this correction, even modified to account for directional independency and to
reduce the dissipation addition on linear waves, is combined with a tunable pressure sensing function to
become active only in the vicinity of shocks [16]. It must be pointed out that even using Hartens entropy fix
on the eigenvalue associated to the shear wave, a finite amount of dissipation is needed to damp transverse
perturbations since, for instance a typical value of Hartens parameter d ¼ 0:1 cannot damp perturbations
in Quirks problem while d ¼ 0:2 removes the odd–even decoupling problem [17]. Similarly, a transverse
velocity component can damp transverse perturbations (see Section 4.3) provided that it has reached a
sufficient value. This is the reason why carbuncle solutions may also appear on unstructured grids [18,19] as
opposed to Xus explanation [20].
Actually, in 2D, there are two eigenvalues associated to linear waves: one corresponding to the entropy
wave and the other one corresponding to the vorticity wave. As reported in [3,21], it is only the eigenvalue
associated to the vorticity mode which is responsible for the instability. This confirms that the carbuncle
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thermore, this result is consistent with the stability analysis carried out by Robinet et al. [14] in which the
unstable mode precisely corresponds to the vorticity wave. Since the carbuncle phenomenon is a truly two-
dimensional mechanism, some authors have proposed to selectively modify the eigenvalues associated to
the linear path through multi-dimensional considerations [22]. The idea there is to apply Hartens cor-
rection in Roes method only at particular interfaces located in the vicinity of shock waves. Such a pro-
cedure reminds Quirks proposal [2] which consisted of flagging certain cells where the shock wave is likely
to be present and locally applying a dissipative scheme, e.g. HLLE, in the flagged region. In a more recent
work Pandolfi and DAmbrosio [23] have managed to reduce the stencil of interfaces at which a dissipative
scheme should be applied while the flagging method is based on the maximum difference of characteristic
speeds between two neighboring cells. This approach should be compared to the one suggested by Wada
and Liou [24] where instead of considering the maximum difference of characteristic speeds, a sonic point
detection is applied.
In all the above carbuncle cures, the onset of instability is thought to be associated to an unfavorable
coupling between normal and transverse directions across the shock wave. Yet, the use of a genuinely
multidimensional upwind scheme alone does not appear to help for the occurrence of the carbuncle phe-
nomenon [19].
1.3. Numerical parameters which favor the carbuncle
It has been noticed for a long time by the CFD community that no carbuncle appears when the nu-
merical scheme is chosen among the Flux Vector-Splitting (FVS) family. Indeed, FVS schemes naturally
diffuse contact waves and damp transverse perturbations in the planar shock problem. The well-known
robustness of FVS methods is due to their positivity preserving property; unfortunately, there is no way for
a FVS scheme to combine this appealing property with the strict conservation of steady contact waves [25].
Besides the FVS methods, upwind schemes based on the integral approach such as HLLE never produce
shock instabilities, except for HLLC in which the conservation of steady contact waves is explicitly restored
[26,27]. On the other hand, all schemes which exactly conserve steady contact waves suffer to a certain
extent from the carbuncle phenomenon. This empirical observation is consistent with Gressiers linear
stability analysis which shows that strict stability on Quirks test is incompatible with the exact resolution of
steady contact waves [17]. Strong shock instabilities are routinely obtained using Roes scheme and Oshers
scheme with the inverse ordering of eigenvalues (i.e. the original version). According to Pandolfi and
DAmbrosio [23], HLLC and certain versions of AUSM may produce comparable carbuncle solutions.
Weak or mild shock instabilities may still be obtained by the following methods : AUSM-M, AUSM+,
HLLC, Godunov and Osher with the natural ordering. Although based on a seemingly different principle,
the LDFSS(2) method which exactly preserves steady contact waves also fails on the blunt body problem
unless a finite amount of dissipation is explicitly added [29].
Actually, AUSM-M has a very peculiar behavior. Although AUSM-M does not produce a shock in-
stability on Quirks test, it yields a kinked Mach stem on the DMR problem for sufficiently refined grids
[17]. Even on the blunt body problem, AUSM-M as well as AUSM+ may produce mild but clearly visible
carbuncle solutions [23] provided that the grid is sufficiently refined and contains elongated cells to favor
transverse fluxes. Recent results presented by Liou [28] on the blunt body problem using a more elongated
but less refined grid remarkably confirm that in the blunt body problem, the grid plays a very important
role and illustrates the marginal stability of AUSM methods. Furthermore, the marginal stability of
AUSM-M is confirmed by the results obtained by Gressier and Moschetta [17] on Quirks test which shows
that AUSM-M cannot damp initial perturbations produced by Roes method while a FVS method such as
EFM does. This seems in contradiction with the claim of a ‘‘self-correcting property of the shock-stable
scheme AUSM+’’ made by Liou [28].
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might think that using the HUS technique would help cure the carbuncle. Indeed, in the HUS strategy,
linear waves are computed using a low diffusive method while nonlinear waves, such as shocks, are com-
puted using a robust dissipative scheme [30]. Any two numerical schemes can be combined following the
HUS principle to form a resulting hybrid upwind scheme which behaves differently on contact waves and
shocks according to the respective properties of either original schemes. Surprisingly, any use of a dissi-
pative scheme such as Van Leers or EFM [31] for the nonlinear waves combined with AUSM scheme for
the linear waves produces odd–even decoupling in Quirks problem [3]. This result is rather unexpected since
AUSM applied to both types of waves would not produce instabilities in Quirks test. Furthermore, using
AUSM scheme to nonlinear waves guarantees stability on Quirks tests, no matter what scheme is used for
the linear waves (even Roes scheme).
At that point, it seems that as long as an upwind scheme exactly preserves steady contact waves, it will
produce somehow a carbuncle solution. However, a new version of AUSM, called AUSMPW+, has been
recently proposed by Kim et al. [32] to exactly preserve steady contact waves and simultaneously pass
Quirks test. By the use of pressure-based sensing functions, AUSMPW+ is designed to ‘‘suppress even–odd
decoupling and carbuncle phenomena’’, although it is not clear as to what results might be obtained with
AUSMPW+ on a fine structured elongated grid for the blunt body problem or on the DMR problem. More
recently, the same authors have proposed a modified version of Roe scheme including ad hoc pressure-
based sensing functions which drive the rate at which pressure perturbations feed the density field and the
rate at which density perturbations are damped out [33]. As a result, two versions of a modified Roes
method are obtained, RoeM1 and RoeM2, which both exactly preserve steady contact waves and pass
Quirks test. Furthermore, it turns out that RoeM2 produces better results than AUSM+ on the DMR
problem, confirming that it is even less sensitive to shock instabilities than AUSM+.
1.4. Liou’s conjecture
A very puzzling behavior of upwind schemes with respect to the carbuncle phenomenon has been
pointed out by Liou who considers that ‘‘the root of the multidimensional shock instability, which is
manifested by the odd–even decoupling and carbuncle phenomena, is the existence of a pressure term in the
mass flux’’ [28]. More precisely, Lious conjecture states that if the mass flux of a given numerical flux does
not depend on the pressure term for any Mach number, then the scheme will never produce a carbuncle
solution. Actually, AUSM method is itself a counterexample of Lious conjecture since, as observed by
several authors [17,23,33], its mass flux does not contain a pressure term while the method may produce
shock instabilities in certain situations. Furthermore, there is another counterexample with two kinetic
schemes, namely EFM [31] and EIM [34]. Both methods have the same mass flux although EFM never
produces carbuncle solutions while EIM does [17]. This last result indicates that Lious conjecture should
only apply to numerical methods which exactly preserve steady contact waves. However, in practice, the
importance of the mass flux has been clearly illustrated by Liou on Quirks test [28] and independently
confirmed by Moschetta [35] using a quasi-conservative approach which consists of introducing the mass
flux of a first scheme into a second scheme. For instance, the use of Godunovs mass flux into AUSM
numerical flux actually produces a shock instability on Quirks test, while a full version of AUSM method
does not. Conversely, the use of AUSM mass flux into Godunovs numerical flux does not produce shock
instabilities while the full version of Godunovs method does. Following the same idea, Roes method can
be modified to remove pressure dependency in the original mass flux and this cures shock instabilities
through the quasi-conservative method [35].
Unfortunately, directly canceling pressure terms in Roes mass flux dramatically degrades stability and
contradicts a fundamental physical principle according to which a pressure difference should create a mass
flux, as confirmed by Godunovs exact Riemann solver. As a matter of fact, this relationship is precisely the
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However, Lious observation indicates that, even if the carbuncle phenomenon is a 2D shock instability,
its origin lies in the 1D formulation of the numerical flux which will be confirmed in the present paper.
1.5. Current explanations for the carbuncle phenomenon
Quirk [2] has been the first one to propose a description for the odd–even decoupling phenomenon
starting from the observation that ‘‘within the shock, the odd–even decouplings of the pressure and density
fields are indeed out of phase with one another’’. According to Quirk, this will cause ‘‘the local sound speed
to vary along the length of the shock’’ and the shock profile to ‘‘exhibit a sawtooth perturbation’’. As a
consequence, ‘‘the individual segments of the shock will be moving alternately faster and slower than the
nominal shock speed’’ and this movement will then become unstable. Quirk [2] concludes that ‘‘any scheme
for which it can be shown that the perturbation to the pressure fields feeds the perturbation to the density
field will be afflicted by the odd–even decoupling’’. Although this scenario is very consistent with the ob-
servation, it does not explain the origin of the sawtooth perturbations of the density and the pressure fields.
Wada and Liou [24] have also proposed an explanation in which the origin of the carbuncle phenomenon
would be ‘‘the exchange of information’’ between intermediate shock points. Section 4.2 of the present
paper will confirm this assumption in the sense that intermediate shock points actually play a key role in the
onset of the instability.
Finally, Xu and Li [36] have proposed another explanation according to which the subsonic part of the
numerical shock profile is the cause for the instability. They suggest that in the subsonic region, pressure
perturbations become unstable since ‘‘the fluid in the high pressure region will move toward the low
pressure region’’ and ‘‘the fluid pressure in the low pressure region will get even lower and the high velocity
gets even higher’’ [36]. This heuristic explanation, if correct, does not prove the unstable mechanism in-
volved in the carbuncle mechanism and could even be applied to prove the intrinsic instability of a uniform
subsonic flow. However, this explanation points out that the origin of the shock instability lies in the in-
termediate shock points as in Wadas and Lious description.
2. The planar steady shock wave instability
Definition 1. In the following, we call a shock thin if it is resolved exactly between two cells, whereas a thick
shock has at least one intermediate point, connecting the upstream and the downstream state.In [2], Quirk introduced a simplified test in order to get rid of some of the parameters involved in theblunt body problems. Quirks test consists in calculating the propagation of an unsteady shock wave at
Ms ¼ 6 in a shock tube of dimension 40 1 on a uniform Cartesian mesh (800 20 cells) which is slightly
deformed on the center gridline. Although it is an unsteady test case, it turns out that all numerical schemes
which produce carbuncle solutions for the blunt body problem also produce shock instabilities for Quirks
test.
An even simpler problem, which still produces shock instabilities, is the steady normal shock wave
problem computed on a 2D grid, proposed by Sanders et al. [22]. This steady shock problem makes stability
analysis much easier. Therefore, Roes scheme, which is very sensitive to the carbuncle phenomenon, is tried
on this simple two-dimensional test problem:
• Calculations are performed on a completely regular Cartesian grid, without any grid perturbation, in
contrast to Quirks test where the center gridline in flow direction has been slightly distorted, and also
in contrast to the steady planar shock wave test in [22], where one gridline has been distorted in crossflow
direction.
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Hugoniot relations. The initial values are submitted to slight random perturbations of the relative order
106 in all cells and in all conservative variables. The thin shock obtained from the Rankine–Hugoniot
relations is located in the middle of the domain.
• The 2D computational domain has the extent 1 1 and contains 25 25 cells.
• The boundary conditions in x-direction are imposed through ghost cells which are constantly set to the
exact Rankine–Hugoniot solution, the boundaries in y-direction are periodic.
In 1D, this configuration is stable with Roes scheme, which resolves exactly thin steady shock waves.
Several 2D calculations are now performed in function of the upstream Mach number M0. The results are
the following:
• For upstream Mach numbers below 1.5, the calculation remains stable and the small initial random per-
turbations decay exponentially in time. This defines a stable zone of upstream Mach numbers (Fig. 1(a)).
• For upstream Mach numbers between 1.5 and 4.6 (Figs. 1(b) and 2), the shock begins to destabilize. In a
first phase, the errors grow exponentially in time and form the typical spatial sawtooth pattern (cf.
Fig. 2) already described by Quirk. But after some time, the shock has thickened and in a second phase
the errors decrease again, converging to a stable thickened steady shock. An explanation of this behavior
can be given later with the results of the stability theory developed in this paper, see Section 4.2. In spite
of the restabilization process, this range of Mach numbers has to be considered unstable because of the
exponential growth of the errors in the first phase.
• For upstream Mach numbers greater than 4.6, the errors grow exponentially in time without a restabi-
lization, leading to the complete destruction of the shock structure. This defines the unstable zone of the
Mach numbers (Fig. 1(c)).
Let us note that mesh refinement or coarsening has little influence on the instability threshold between
the stable and the deformation zone. Finally, even without any spatial and temporal perturbation to the
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Fig. 1. The different converged flow fields of the steady normal shock wave problem on a regular Cartesian grid in different regions of
the upstream Mach number (isodensity contour plots, upstream region: x < 0:5, downstream region: x > 0:5).
exact solution, it should be mentioned that Roes scheme produces instabilities for sufficiently high up-
stream Mach number values, indicating that round-off errors may be sufficient to trigger the carbuncle.
3. Stability analysis with a matrix-based method
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Fig. 2. The thickening process of an initially thin shock at M0 ¼ 3:0.
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The fluid considered in this article is modeled by the equation of state of an ideal gas (2) and the inviscid
Euler equations (1) in integral form over a control volume X and its associated closed surface oX. The flux
~ Tvector W is written in a local coordinate system (n; g) aligned with the unit normal vector ~n ¼ ðnx; nyÞ
pointing outside on the surface element dS
o
ot
Z Z Z
X
q
q~V
qE
0
@
1
A
|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
~W
dV þ
Z Z
oX
M
qu
q~vuþ p~n
ðqE þ pÞu
0
@
1
A
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
~W
dS ¼~0; ð1Þ
p ¼ ðc 1Þ qE

 1
2
q~V 2

; ð2Þ
where E is the total energy per mass unit, ~V ¼ ðU ; V ÞT and~v ¼ ðu; vÞT are the speed vectors in global and
local coordinates, respectively, and c is the ratio of specific heats. ~W ¼ ðq; qU ; qV ; qEÞT and
~Z ¼ ðq; qu; qv; qEÞT are the vectors of state written in the global and the local system, respectively, which
are coupled by the transformation matrix M as follows:
1 0 0 0
0 n n 0
0
B
1
C
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0 ny nx 0
0 0 0 1
B@ CA: ð3Þ
In the local system, the unit normal vector is simply~n ¼ ð1; 0ÞT. The formulation of (1) in this article uses
the property of rotational invariance of the fluxes of the Euler equations.
All the subsequent analysis, which is based on the method explained in [39], is continuous in time and thus
avoids the influence of time discretization. If any instability was detected by our analysis, it would therefore
not only be independent of CFL number but also independent from any time discretization method, be-
cause only the spatial discretization operator is being analyzed. The semi-discretized governing Euler
equations can be written as
d~W m
dt
¼ 1
Vm
X4
k¼1
Mmk~WmkAmk; ð4Þ
where Vm is the volume of the cell m,Mmk is the transformation matrix, Amk the surface of the border between
cell m and its neighbor k, ~W m is the state vector and ~Wmk ¼ ~Wmkð~Zm;~ZkÞ is the numerical flux between two
cells with the indices m and k. On a 2D structured grid, each cell m has four neighbors k1; k2; k3; k4. Eq. (4)
contains the continuous temporal evolution of the numerical solution for each cell. For Roes scheme, for
example, the flux function is
~Wmkð~Zm;~ZkÞ ¼ 1
2
½~Wð~ZkÞ þ ~Wð~ZmÞ  j~J jð~Zk ~ZmÞ ð5Þ
with ~WðÞ denoting the exact flux and j~J j the absolute value of the Roe-averaged Jacobian matrix
J ¼ o~W=o~Z.
3.2. Derivation of the stability matrix
For the stability analysis of a steady (time-converged) field, submitted to small numerical random errors,
we are interested in the temporal evolution of these errors. The field is expanded into its steady mean value
(^) and the error (d)^~W m;k ¼ ~W m;k þ d~W m;k: ð6Þ
The partial derivative of the numerical flux-function with respect to the global vector of state can be written
with (3) as
o~Wmk
o~W m;k
¼ o
~Wmk
o~Zm;k
 o
~Zm;k
o~W m;k
¼ o
~Wmk
o~Zm;k
M1mk : ð7Þ
So the flux function can be linearized around the steady mean value as follows:
~WmkðM1mk ~W m;M1mk ~W kÞ ¼ ~^WmkðM1mk ~^W m;M1mk ~^W kÞ þ
o~Wmk
o~Zm
M1mk  d~W m þ
o~Wmk
o~Zk
M1mk  d~W k: ð8Þ
If the numerical flux function is not differentiable at the mean value in the considered cell, we take the
arithmetic mean of the derivatives on both sides of the singular point, see Eq. (19). This will be the case, for
example, when calculating the stability of a steady thin shock, which is exactly located on a grid-line, with
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steady, we finally get the linear error evolution model
dðd~W mÞ
dt
¼
0
@ rk1mMmk1 o~Wmk1o~Zm
 !
M1mk1  rk2mMmk2
o~Wmk2
o~Zm
 !
M1mk2  rk3mMmk3
o~Wmk3
o~Zm
 !
M1mk3
 rk4mMmk4
o~Wmk4
o~Zm
 !
M1mk4
1
A  d~W m  rk1mMmk1 o~Wmk1o~Zk1
 !
M1mk1  d~W k1
 rk2mMmk2
o~Wmk2
o~Zk2
 !
M1mk2  d~W k2  rk3mMmk3
o~Wmk3
o~Zk3
 !
M1mk3  d~W k3
 rk4mMmk4
o~Wmk4
o~Zk4
 !
M1mk4  d~W k4 ð9Þ
with rkm ¼ Amk=Vm and the notation ðÞ implying an evaluation of the numerical flux-gradient at the steady
mean values. The first two lines on the right-hand side of (9) contain the influence of the error in the cell m
itself, the last four lines contain the influence of the errors of the four neighbors k of cell m. Eq. (9) has to be
written for all cells in the computational domain and so we finally get the error evolution of all q ¼ N M
cells in the domain containing N rows and M columns in matrix notation
d
dt
d~W 1
..
.
d~W q
0
B@
1
CA ¼ S  d
~W 1
..
.
d~W q
0
B@
1
CA: ð10Þ
In the subsequent sections, we call S the ‘‘stability matrix’’. Eq. (10) assumes that we assign a unique index
from 1 to q to each cell in order to identify its influence and position in the stability matrix S.
Considering only the evolution of initial errors, the solution of the linear time-invariant system (10) is
d~W 1
..
.
d~W q
0
B@
1
CAðtÞ ¼ eSt  d
~W 1
..
.
d~W q
0
B@
1
CA
t¼0
ð11Þ
and remains bounded if the following stability criterion is satisfied:
maxðReðkðSÞÞÞ6 0: ð12Þ
Thus, all eigenvalues of S must have negative real parts. The stability matrix has the following
form (Smk meaning a submatrix of dimension 4 in the mth submatrix row and the kth submatrix
column):
Smk ¼ rk1mMmk1
o~Wmk1
o~Zm
 !
M1mk1  rk2mMmk2
o~Wmk2
o~Zm
 !
M1mk2  rk3mMmk3
o~Wmk3
o~Zm
 !
M1mk3
 rk4mMmk4
o~Wmk4
o~Zm
 !
M1mk4 if k ¼ m;
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k
mMmk
o~Wmk
o~Zk
 
M1mk if k 2 fk1; k2; k3; k4g;
0 else
(
ð13Þ
with the set of neighbors fk1; k2; k3; k4g for each cell m and 16m; k6 q ¼ N M .
As we want to analyze the stability of a known steady mean-flow, the errors in the ghost cells, which areused to apply the numerical boundary conditions, are set to zero.4. Applications of the method
4.1. The steady normal shock without structure
4.1.1. Definition of the problemEq. (10) shows that the dimension of the stability matrix S is N M  4 if we apply our method on a 2D
structured mesh with q ¼ N M cells. Application of the stability criterion (12) requires the resolution of the
eigenvalue problem for matrix S. Because of its large dimension, the resolution of the eigenvalue problem
for matrix S has to be done numerically. For the computations presented in this paper, we used the
standard algorithm of MATLAB for computing the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues. Also the gradients of
the numerical flux functions are evaluated numerically, which makes it simple to calculate a mean pseudo-
derivative if the flux is not differentiable. It is an important point in our method that we use a mean de-
rivative even for non-differentiable schemes. This degrades the quantitative results in prediction of the
temporal error growth-rate for non-differentiable schemes, but the main characteristics of the carbuncle
phenomenon can nevertheless be retrieved by this method.
First we define a structured uniform Cartesian mesh containing 11 11 cells in the computational do-
main and including ghost cells along boundaries. The cells are initialized with a thin steady shock on the
grid line between the sixth and the seventh column with upstream Mach number M0 ¼ 7. Upstream values
are normalized as follows:
~W 0 ¼ 1; 1; 0; 1cðc1ÞM2
0
þ 1
2
 T
with c ¼ 1:4: ð14Þ
The downstream state ~W 1 can be calculated via the Rankine–Hugoniot relations:
f ðM0Þ ¼ q1q0
¼ 2
cþ 1
1
M20

þ c 1
cþ 1
1
; ð15Þ
gðM0Þ ¼ p1p0 ¼
2c
cþ 1M
2
0 
c 1
cþ 1 ; ð16Þ
~W 1 ¼ f ðM0Þ; 1; 0; gðM0Þcðc1ÞM2
0
þ 1
2f ðM0Þ
 T
: ð17Þ
The volumes of all cells are equal to unity and because of the Cartesian mesh, the transformation matrices
Mmk are simply:
Mmk1 ¼
þ1 0 0 0
0 þ1 0 0
0 0 þ1 0
0 0 0 þ1
0
BB@
1
CCA; Mmk2 ¼
þ1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 þ1 0 0
0 0 0 þ1
0
BB@
1
CCA;
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þ1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 þ1
0
BB@
1
CCA; Mmk4 ¼
þ1 0 0 0
0 0 þ1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 þ1
0
BB@
1
CCA: ð18Þ
The stability matrix can then be compiled and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors be calculated. The gradientsof the numerical flux function are evaluated numerically with a centered approximationoWi
oZj
 WiðZj þ DZjÞ WiðZj  DZjÞ
2DZj
; i; j6 4 ð19Þ
providing an average of the derivative for non-differentiable schemes. More sophisticated methods ac-
cording to [38] have also been tried to tackle non-differentiable non-linear systems under random pertur-
bations, but did not yield better results than our simple approach presented above. In Eq. (19), Wi is the ith
component of the numerical flux provided by the scheme where we have dropped the cell indices m and k for
clarity and Zj denotes the jth component of the state vector (written in the local coordinate system) in the
cell m and the neighbor k, respectively.
All computations presented in this paper have been carried out in MATLAB using DZj ¼ 106 ¼ const:
Other values of DZj in the range of 102–108 have also been tried on the example of Roes and Oshers
schemes with a shock at an upstream Machnumber of M ¼ 7:0. The effect of this variation on the unstable
eigenvalue is summarized in Table 1 and supports our choice.
Although only applied in this paper to a uniform Cartesian grid, the presented method can be easily
extended to more general 2D grids including unstructured grids, provided that a steady reference solution
for these grids can be found.
4.1.2. Results
The stability of the following schemes has been analyzed: Godunov, Roe, EFM, Van Leer, HLLE,
HLLEM [37], Osher and AUSM-M. The eigenvalues of the stability matrix of the steady shock problem at
M0 ¼ 7 are shown in Fig. 3. The schemes presented on the left, which exactly conserve steady contact
discontinuities and which are all well known to produce the carbuncle phenomenon, have multiple ei-
genvalues with positive real parts which evidently lead to an unstable behavior. The schemes on the right,
known to add numerical dissipation on steady contact discontinuities except for AUSM-M, have always
eigenvalues with negative real parts, demonstrating their stability. Nevertheless the AUSM-M scheme holds
a particular position because the largest real part is nearly zero up to the accuracy of the algorithm which
Table 1
Influence of the numerical differentiation on the unstable eigenvalue
DZj 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
Roe maxðReðkÞÞ=101 7.391 7.412 7.414 7.414 7.414 7.414 7.414
Osher maxðReðkÞÞ=102 7.509 8.163 8.229 8.235 8.236 8.236 8.236
Fig. 3. Distribution of the eigenvalues of S in the complex plane for different schemes according to the stability theory (grid with
11 11 cells, upstream Mach number M0 ¼ 7:0). Unstable schemes with maxðReðkÞÞ > 0 are in the left column, stable schemes are in
the right column.
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calculates the eigenvalues. It has therefore to be considered as marginally stable according to our theory,
even if in practice it is stable in Quirks test and does not produce the plane wave instability. The special
position of AUSM-M among the numerical schemes is also clearly visible in the distribution of the poles of
S, which completely differs from those of the other schemes (Fig. 3).
If we now look at the most unstable eigenvalue of S (for example considering Roes scheme), the cor-
responding eigenvector contains the information of the spatial-behavior of the unstable mode. It is well
M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670 659known that the carbuncle instability exhibits a sawtooth-like form (cf. [2]) in the transversal direction (y
axis) which is correctly predicted by our theory (cf. Fig. 4) and qualitatively confirmed in numerical ex-
periments. We would like to note that the unstable mode presented in Fig. 4 is exponentially decaying in
normal direction (x axis). As shown in Fig. 4, the upstream region does not appear to participate in the
unstable behavior, except for the column of upstream cells directly adjacent to the shock. This important
point will be discussed later. The unstable eigenvalues seen in Fig. 3 are all on the real axis, which means an
exponential growth of the instability, without oscillation (cf. Eq. (11)).
In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of the norm kV k1ðtÞ of the transverse velocity, which is a direct measure
of numerical errors since the exact solution is known to be V ¼ 0 for the mean flows analyzed in this
section. The numerical experiment to obtain Fig. 5 was performed with Roes scheme on a thin steady
normal shock at M0 ¼ 10. In the time interval from 0 to 2, which we call the initial transition region, the
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Fig. 4. Theoretical prediction of the sawtooth form of the unstable mode in Roes scheme.
errors decrease in time. This might be due to the damping of stable modes. The time interval from 2 to 10
shows clearly an exponential growth of numerical errors. From this linear part of Fig. 5 we deduce that the
errors obey an exponential law of the form
kV k1ðtÞ ¼ V0eknumðtt0Þ ð20Þ
in this time interval. For all numerical experiments, the parameters V0, t0 and knum can be directly deter-
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Fig. 5. Exponential growth of the error dv, initial and nonlinear behavior obtained in a numerical experiment with Roes scheme at
M0 ¼ 10.
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shown in Fig. 5. In the following, we call knum the temporal error growth rate. This temporal error growth
rate can now quantitatively be compared to the prediction maxðReðkÞÞ of the stability theory, which gives
the theoretical temporal error growth rate of the most unstable mode according to Eq. (11).
When the errors become sufficiently large, nonlinear effects play a role and lead away from exponential
growth which can be observed in Fig. 5 in the time interval from 10 to 15.
The quantitative validation is best performed with a differentiable scheme for which the linearization (8)
holds exactly. The two versions of the Osher scheme are for example differentiable due to their particular
integral formulation. For validation purposes, we compare the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of S
(theory) for different upstream Mach numbers with the temporal error growth rate in numerical experi-
ments. As Oshers scheme generally does not exactly conserve thin shocks in 1D, the mean reference flow
around which the linearization (8) is performed has to be calculated beforehand. An initially thin shock is
placed in a 1D domain, then a 1D computation is performed up to time convergence and the resulting
steady field, which contains a thickened shock, is projected onto the 2D domain. This technique has already
been applied by Sanders et al. [22] to obtain initial conditions for their numerical experiments. Then the
stability matrix can be calculated as described above. We note that this process of shock thickening with the
Osher scheme (and also EFM, Van Leer, AUSM-M, etc.) is related directly to the one-dimensional flux
functions of these schemes, which do not conserve thin steady shocks. This kind of thickening has nothing
to do with the unstable shock thickening of a 2D thin shock when using Roes scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 6 shows a very good agreement between theoretical prevision and experiments in the unstable Mach
M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670 661region. In the stable region, the theory predicts a temporal error-decreasing rate which is slower than the
true one observed in computations. Fig. 6 reveals furthermore an interesting difference between the two
versions of Oshers scheme. Both versions become unstable if a threshold value in the upstream Mach
number of about 2.3 is exceeded. But whereas the inverse order version remains unstable, the natural order
version suddenly becomes stable again at an upstream Mach number of 5.5. The explanation for this
particular phenomenon will be given in Section 4.4. For non-differentiable schemes like Godunovs and
Roes, the present method is not able to quantitatively predict neither the temporal growth of the instability
nor the destabilization threshold value. Fig. 6 shows clearly an important error in the theoretical prevision
due to non-differentiability. Only the order of magnitude is correct. It is important to notice that the
stability theory underestimates the growth rate because of averaging the derivatives on both sides of the
non-differentiable point. We can see that for a quantitative error analysis, the technique of using a mean-
derivative is not adequate. Section 4.2 will show that we can better handle the thin shock case as a limit of
the case with an internal numerical shock structure. Nevertheless it is the first stability analysis of the semi-
discretized Euler equations which is really able to predict an unstable behavior of certain numerical
schemes. This instability will lead to the carbuncle phenomenon for stationary straight shocks.Fig. 6. Quantitative validation of the stability theory with the Osher scheme and the effect of non-differentiability of Roe and Godunov
schemes.
4.2. The steady normal shock with numerical shock structure
In Section 2, using Roes scheme, we have seen in Fig. 1(b) that there are situations where the shock
destabilizes, thickens and the so thickened shock becomes stable again. The observations reported in
Section 2 have suggested a closer investigation of the numerical shock structure. A linear stability analysis
for viscous shock profiles has already been done by Sanders et al. [22]. They used a generic truncation error
662 M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670equation which did not take into account all the properties of the different two-point upwind schemes. Our
approach is based on a direct linearization of the numerical flux function which allows us to distinguish
between the different Riemann solvers.
It is known that Roes scheme exactly conserves thin steady normal shock waves, but if an intermediate
point is introduced, the solution converges to a thick shock which keeps an intermediate state, though
different from the initial one. Let us define the initial intermediate state ~W 0i as a linear combination of the
upstream and downstream states
~W 0i ¼ a0  ~W 0 þ ð1 a0Þ  ~W 1; 06 a06 1: ð21Þ
The upstream and downstream states are determined by the upstream Mach number and the Rankine–
Hugoniot conditions. Fig. 7 presents different 1D converged shock structures with an intermediate point,
dependent on the initial form factor a0, showing the non-uniqueness of the solution. One can distinguish
between shocks with convex and shocks with concave structure. We now project these time-converged 1D
shock structures on a 2D grid and perform a stability analysis for different values of the upstream Mach
number and of the form-factor aq. This form factor, which is different from the initial factor a0, is defined as
aq ¼ q
c
i  q1
q0  q1
; ð22Þ
where qci is the converged density of the internal shock point. The results of the stability analysis are plotted
in Fig. 8. We first note that the convex shocks (aq < 0:5) are generally more stable than the concave ones
(aq > 0:5). Second, the greater the Mach number the closer the curves get (see the small distance betweenFig. 7. Different converged 1D shock structures dependent on the initial form factor a0 (Roes scheme at M0 ¼ 10:0).
the M ¼ 10 and the M ¼ 100 curves), so the temporal error growth rate gets limited for very large Mach
numbers. Third, very convex shocks (aq < 0:35) are stable for any value of the upstream Mach number
(theoretical analysis and experiments cover upstream Mach numbers up to 100). Fourth, the shock remains
stable independently of the form only for very small Mach numbers (below 1.5). An important point is also
that for thick shocks, the eigenvalues of the Roe-averaged Jacobian matrix are all non-zero and so the flux
becomes differentiable around this mean flow, which explains the good agreement between theoretical
Fig. 8. Influence of upstream Mach number and shock-form on the instability (Roes scheme, 11 11 grid).
M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670 663prediction and the temporal growth rate found in numerical experiments. This provides a method to handle
the thin shock case as the limit (aq ! 1) of the case with shock structure.
Remark 2. Of course, the two limit cases aq ! 1 and aq ! 0 both represent the thin steady normal shock,
only with a phase difference of one cell. If we carry out our stability analysis directly in the limits of one and
zero (having to face the problems of non-differentiability), the values of the largest real parts of the stability
matrices are in both cases almost the same. But the calculated values are continuous only in the case aq ! 1
and form a highly discontinuous jump from stable to unstable in the case aq ! 0. This is the reason why we
define the behavior of the thin steady shock as a limit of the case aq ! 1. For Roes scheme, the thin shock
‘‘inherits’’ the unstable properties of the concave shocks.
These observations give clues to better understand the scenario of shock thickening presented in Fig. 1
for Roes scheme. For very small upstream Mach numbers (below 1.5), Fig. 8 predicts overall stability of
the shock, independent of its form. For higher upstream Mach numbers, a thin steady shock becomes
unstable (Fig. 8) but the developing numerical shock structure may trigger the restabilization process
shown in Fig. 2 in the convex case, or leads to unbounded growth of the numerical errors in the concave
case.
The analysis of the influence of the numerical shock structure provides new insight in the mechanism
which generates the carbuncle. The assumption of Wada and Liou [24] that the internal points of the
numerical shock structure exchange information and generate the instability has now been quantified and is
thus supported.
4.3. Influence of grid distorsion and transverse velocity
664 M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670Concerning mesh distorsion, we consider the case that the meshsize in x-direction remains constant
Dx ¼ 1. The total number of grid cells remains the same for all analyzed meshes. We then define a distorsion
factor
d ¼ Dy
Dx
ð23Þ
and compute the eigenvalues of S in function of d and some Mach numbers for Oshers scheme (IO) on a
grid consisting of 11 11 cells. The theoretical results are corroborated by numerical experiments. We
assume periodic boundary conditions in y-direction. Fig. 9 shows the maximal real part of the eigenvalues
of S as a function of d. One can clearly see that the shock wave instability is highly damped when the grid
becomes more and more elongated in y-direction and that it can even be damped out completely if the grid
is sufficiently distorted, depending on the upstream Mach number. It is also obvious from Fig. 9 that
perturbations grow faster when the grid is refined in y-direction, as found by Pandolfi and DAmbrosio [23]
in the blunt body case. Similar results are obtained when the extent of the computational domain is fixed
and the number of cells in y-direction is increased or decreased.
Another important factor which influences the carbuncle phenomenon and which also arises in the blunt
body case is a transverse velocity component. Up to now, we simply studied the two-dimensional stability
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Fig. 9. Influence of grid distorsion and Mach number on the instability (Oshers scheme (IO), 11 11 grid, Dx ¼ 1).
of a purely one-dimensional flowfield. In the following we add a non-zero component V to the velocity
vector using as parameter the angle
tan/ ¼ V
U
: ð24Þ
The results of the stability analysis are presented in Fig. 10 from which we deduce that the shock instability
M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670 665vanishes if a certain threshold, which depends on the upstream Mach number, of the transverse velocity is
depassed.
With these findings we can conclude that the steady planar shockwave problem [22] is well suited as a
model problem for studying separately the influence of several parameters which jointly intervene in the
blunt body case such as mesh distorsion, transverse velocity and upstream Mach number.
4.4. Spatial localization of the source of instability
The matrix stability theory allows to include boundary conditions in the analysis which will be useful to
figure whether the carbuncle phenomenon originates from the upstream or from the downstream side. For
this purpose, two test cases which both apply to thin shocks have been set up. In the first one (Fig. 11(a)) we
put a thin steady normal shock exactly on the upstream boundary. So the ghost cells on the left are set to
the upstream state ~W 0 while all other cells are set to the downstream state ~W 1. The boundaries are supposed
to be error-free, so their direct contribution to error evolution vanishes in the stability matrix except from
the flux-gradient, which includes the shock. This procedure prevents any errors to develop in the upstream
region and we can hence analyze the stability of the downstream region separately, but still taking into
account the presence of the shock. In the second test case (Fig. 11(b)) we put the steady shock on the
downstream boundary, thus suppressing any errors in the downstream region. This setup will grant insight
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Fig. 10. Influence of transverse velocity and Mach number on the instability (Oshers scheme (IO), 11 11 grid).
into the stability behavior of the upstream region in the presence of a shock. Analysis is performed for
Roes scheme at M0 ¼ 7.
The results for both test cases can be summarized as follows. In the case of the shock on the upstream
boundary, the stability theory predicts a stable behavior ðmaxðReðkÞÞ ¼ 0:039Þ, if the shock lies on the
downstream boundary, the theory predicts an unconditional instability ðmaxðReðkÞÞ ¼ þ0:25Þ. Taking a
look at the spatial behavior of the unstable mode in the second test case, the eigenvectors of the stability
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Fig. 11. The upstream and the downstream testcase.
666 M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670matrix S reveal that only the cell column directly adjacent to the shock on the upstream side (Fig. 11(b))
participates in the instability but not any further cells in upwind direction. This is obvious because of the
upwinding character of Roes scheme. The theoretical results have been confirmed by numerical experi-
ments. So we can draw the following conclusions: The shock instability does not originate from the
downstream region, as supposed by Xu [20]. In the case of a thin shock, the instability arises only from one
single column of upstream cells, directly adjacent to the shock. The unstable mode which can be seen in the
downstream region (Fig. 4) is only the convected result, not the cause of the instability, which lies upstream.
In order to further support the importance of the upstream region, without having the effect of the
boundary conditions, we analyze the stability of a thin shock in the middle of the computational domain
with a modified numerical flux for the upstream cells directly adjacent to the shock. When the numerical
flux is artificially set to the exact upstream flux on the cell interface which contains the shock, the instability
vanishes in both the stability theory and in computations, thus emphasizing the important role of the
upstream region in the generation of the carbuncle. This last result provides a clue to explain the surprising
behavior of Oshers scheme shown in Fig. 6. AboveM0 ¼ 5:5, the natural order version of the Osher scheme
captures exactly thin steady normal shocks because both intermediate Osher states become supersonic,
which sets the flux at the shock interface equal to the exact upstream flux, see Fig. 12 which shows the
relative error in the numerical mass flux for a thin shock compared to the exact flux. A similar behavior is
obtained for the fluxes of momentum and total energy. This peculiar property can also be analytically
derived through considerations based on the eigenvalues associated with Oshers method. This prevents any
perturbation of the downstream region to affect the upstream flow (the gradient of the numerical flux
function on the shock interface with respect to the downstream state becomes zero) and thus suppresses
errors in the upstream cell column adjacent to the shock. The inverse order version of Oshers scheme does
not present these features and remains unstable.
4.5. Bifurcation mechanism towards the carbuncle solution in the blunt body problem
Given the dependence of the carbuncle on various parameters like the upstream Mach number and the
form factor, it is now much easier to understand the bifurcation mechanism which leads to the carbuncle
solution in blunt body calculations. As the bow shock ahead of the blunt body reaches a steady position
during the integration process, the combination of parameters ðM0; aqÞ may lead to unconditional insta-
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M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670 667bility according to Fig. 8. The expected solution of a strong detached normal bow shock is prevented and
the numerical fluid has to seek another solution: the carbuncle. We recall Laxs theorem which states that a
t=1,5 t=3,0 t=12,0t=12,5 t=13,0 t=15,0
Fig. 13. Bifurcation leading to the carbuncle in blunt body calculations (isothermals, M0 ¼ 10).
numerical scheme only converges if it is consistent and stable. The onset of a carbuncle solution and the
bifurcation to the complex shock pattern originating from the (unstable) normal bow shock can be seen in
Fig. 13.
With Fig. 8 it is also possible to explain another behavior of the carbuncle observed in blunt body
calculations. If the first iterations (so that the bow-shock reaches its final position) are done with a stable
scheme like EFM, which automatically thickens shocks, and then the calculation is carried on with Roes
668 M. Dumbser et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 197 (2004) 647–670scheme, it is possible to observe either a stable or an unstable shock wave, depending on the grid and the
upstream Mach number used. The notions of convexity and concavity illustrated in Fig. 8 allow to de-
termine in advance whether an EFM precalculated solution will remain stable (for a stable convex shock) or
if it will destabilize (in the unstable concave case).
5. Conclusions
• The stability analysis method presented in this paper clearly showed an unconditional instability with
exponential error growth in certain shock configurations of the following schemes: Godunov, Roe, Osher,
HLLEM. The instability is unconditional because our analysis is continuous in time and thus the resultis independent of the CFL number and even independent of the time discretization technique since onlythe spatial discretization operator is analyzed.
• The present method is able to retrieve the typical sawtooth form along with the Jordan form of the un-
stable mode directly from the discretized Euler equations, without making any a priori assumptions on a
particular form of the unstable mode.
• The method predicts a threshold of the upstream Mach number which triggers the instability, in good
agreement with computations, when numerical fluxes are differentiable. For non-differentiable fluxes,
the actual averaging evaluation needs to be improved.
• The matrix stability analysis revealed that the numerical shock structure is an important parameter
which greatly influences the carbuncle phenomenon. Indeed, highly convex shocks computed with Roes
scheme remain stable for extremely high values of the upstream Mach number.
• It could be shown in Section 4.4 that the shock instability originates in the upstream region and this in-
stability is then convected downstream to produce the mode mainly visible downstream, as shown in
Fig. 4. This explains why shock-fitting techniques never produce instabilities on the blunt body problem.
• The concentration of the source of the carbuncle in the small cell column region upstream the shock ex-
plains the effectiveness of the selective dissipation correction proposed by Liou [28], where additional
transversal dissipation is only applied if the local normal Mach number crosses 1.
One drawback of the present method is that the eigenvalues of S cannot be calculated analytically be-
cause of the large dimension of S. So the destabilizing terms in each scheme cannot be directly identified.
However, since for extremely high upstream Mach numbers, steady (concave) shock waves can go unstable
and the equations become insensitive to the Mach number, some analytical calculations could be done in
the limit M0 !1. Further investigations are also needed to better understand in what situations convex
shocks appear rather than concave ones.
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